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output (I/O) device. More specifically, the present invention
provides a hardware implementation for offloading manage
ment of a receive queue. In particular, the present invention
provides a mechanism by which work requests are turned
into work queue entries (WQEs) and are passed from Upper
Layer Protocol (e.g. sockets) software to an Internet Proto
col (IP) Suite Offload Engine (IPSOE). The present inven
tion also provides a mechanism by which completed WQEs
are passed back to the Upper Layer Protocol (ULP) soft
ware. The present invention also provides a mechanism for
Supporting Selective Acknowledgements. Finally, the
present invention provides a mechanism by which an IPSOE
can be shared between Virtual hosts of a single physical host.
0004 2. Description of Related Art
0005. In an Internet Protocol (IP) Network, the software
provides a message passing mechanism that can be used to
communicate with input/output devices, general purpose
computers (host), and special purpose computers. The mes
Sage passing mechanism consists of a transport protocol, an
upper level protocol, and an application programming inter
face. The key Standard transport protocols used on IP
networks today are the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). TCP pro
vides a reliable service and UDP provides an unreliable
Service. In the future the Stream Control Transmission

Protocol (SCTP) will also be used to provide a reliable

Service. Processes executing on devices or computers acceSS
the IP network through upper level protocols, Such as

Sockets, iSCSI, and Direct Access File System (DAFS).
0006 Unfortunately, the TCP/IP software consumes a
considerable amount of processor and memory resources.

Magazine, volume: 27, Issue: 6, June 1989, pp. 23-29). In the
future the network Stack will continue to consume excessive

resources for Several reasons, including: increased use of
networking by applications, use of network Security proto
cols, and the underlying fabric bandwidths are increasing at
a higher rate than microprocessor and memory bandwidths.
To address this problem, the industry is offloading the
network stack processing to an IP Suite Offload Engine

(IPSOE).
0007. There are two offload approaches being taken in the

industry. The first approach uses the existing TCP/IP net
work Stack, without adding any additional protocols. This
approach can offload TCP/IP to hardware, but unfortunately
does not remove the need for receive side copies. AS noted
in the papers above, copies are one of the largest contributors

to central processing unit (CPU) and memory bandwidth

utilization. To remove the need for copies, the industry is
pursuing the Second approach that consists of adding Fram

ing, Direct Data Placement (DDP), and Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA) over the TCP and SCTP proto
cols. The IP Suite Offload Engine (IPSOE) required to

Support these two approaches is similar, the key difference
being that in the Second approach the hardware must Support
the additional protocols.
0008. The IPSOE provides a message passing mecha
nism that can be used by Sockets, Internet Small Computer

System Interface (iSCSI), Direct Access File Systems
(DAFS), and other Upper Layer Protocols (ULPs) to com

municate between nodes. Processes executing on host com
puters, or devices, access the IP network by posting Send/
receive messages to Send/receive work queues on an IPSOE.
These processes also are referred to as “consumers'.

0009. The send/receive work queues (WQ) are assigned
to a consumer as a queue pair (QP). The messages can be
sent over three different transport types: traditional TCP,
RDMA TCP, UDP, or SCTP. Consumers retrieve the results

of these messages from a completion queue (CO) through
IPSOE send and receive work completion (WC) queues. The

Source IPSOE takes care of Segmenting outbound messages
and sending them to the destination. The destination IPSOE
takes care of reassembling inbound messages and placing
the inbound messages in the memory Space designated by

the destination's consumer. These consumers use IPSOE

verbs to access the functions supported by the IPSOE. The
Software that interprets verbs and directly accesses the

IPSOE is known as the IPSO interface (IPSOI).
0010 Today the host CPU performs most IP suite pro

cessing. IPSuite Offload Engines offer a higher performance
interface for communicating to other general purpose com
puters and I/O devices. Data Sends or receives through the
IPSOE require that the CPU either copy data from one
memory location to another or register the memory So that
the IPSOE can directly access the memory region. Each of
these options requires significant CPU resources with the
memory registration option being preferred for large
memory transfers, however, as network Speeds increase the
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amount of CPU resources required will increase. A simple
mechanism is needed to implement Receive Queue in the
IPSOE and perform RDMA, DDP framing, and TCP/IP
processing in the IPSOE. The mechanism needs to maintain
all RDMA, DDP framing, TCP, IP, and Ethernet state in the
IPSOE. It must also provide the necessary protection to
Support out of user Space Receive Queue operations. The
present invention also provides a mechanism for Supporting
Selective Acknowledgements. Finally, the present invention
provides a mechanism by which an IPSOE can be shared
between Virtual hosts of a Single physical host.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0.011 The present invention provides a method, computer
program product, and distributed data processing System for
management of a receive queue in a split (e.g. split Socket,
split iSCSI, split DAFS) stack in order to reduce the pro
cessing overhead in host processors.
0012 Specifically, the present invention is directed to a
mechanism for turning work requests into work queue
entries and inserting these work queue entries into the
receive queue. This invention also provides a mechanism by
which work queue entries are transmitted from Upper Layer
Protocol (e.g. socket) software to the Internet Protocol Suite
Offload Engine (IPSOE) and are processed by the IPSOE.
The present invention also provides a mechanism by which
the IPSOE converts completed work queue elements into
work completion entries and passes these work completion
entries back to the Software. The present invention also
provides a mechanism for Supporting Selective Acknowl
edgements. Finally, the present invention provides a mecha
nism by which an IPSOE can be shared between virtual
hosts of a single physical host.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0013 The novel features believed characteristic of the
invention are set forth in the appended claims. The invention
itself, however, as well as a preferred mode of use, further
objectives and advantages thereof, will best be understood
by reference to the following detailed description of an
illustrative embodiment when read in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, wherein:
0.014 FIG. 1 is a diagram of a distributed computer
System illustrated in accordance with a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention;
0.015 FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of a host
processor node in accordance with a preferred embodiment
of the present invention;
0016 FIG.3A is a diagram of an IP Suite Offload Engine
in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present
invention;

0017 FIG. 3B is a diagram of a Switch in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
0.018 FIG. 3C is a diagram of a router in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
0.019 FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating processing of work
requests in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
present invention;
0020 FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a portion of a
distributed computer System in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention in which a TCP or
SCTP transport is used;
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0021 FIG. 6 is an illustration of a data frame in accor
dance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
0022 FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a portion of a
distributed computer System in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention;
0023 FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating the network
addressing used in a distributed networking System in accor
dance with the present invention;
0024 FIG. 9 is a diagram of a portion of a distributed
computer System containing Subnets in a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention;
0025 FIG. 10 is a diagram of a layered communication
architecture used in a preferred embodiment of the present
invention;

0026 FIG. 11 is an exemplary diagram that depicts the
contents of the Socket context entry created for a given
Socket in accordance with the present invention;
0027 FIG. 12 is a diagram of an exemplary Work Queue
Element list and details of the Work Queue Element Entries

in accordance with the present invention;
0028 FIG. 13 is a diagram of an exemplary Completion
Queue Context and details of the Completion Queue Ele
ment Entries in accordance with the present invention;
0029 FIG. 14 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation for creation of a queue pair in accordance with the
present invention;
0030 FIG. 15 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation of a receive operation in accordance with the
present invention;
0031 FIG. 16 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
receive queue doorbell mechanism for informing the IPSOE
of a receive work queue entry count;
0032 FIG. 17 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
completion queue doorbell mechanism for informing the
IPSOE of completion queue credits;
0033 FIGS. 18A and 18B illustrate a diagram and
flowchart, respectively, depicting the initialization of the
Selective Acknowledgement Table in accordance with the
present invention;
0034 FIG. 19 is a flowchart outlining the Selective
Acknowledgement processing performed by the IPSOE on
incoming TCP/IP Segment is processed in accordance with
the present invention;
0035 FIG. 20 is an exemplary diagram of the operations
supported by the IPSOE and the tables used to maintain state
for those operations in accordance with the present inven
tion;

0036 FIG. 21 is an exemplary diagram of the IPSOE
MAC Table and the Hosting Partition Resource Mapping
Table, which is used by the Hosting Partition to map
between physical IPSOE Resources and Virtual IPSOE
ReSources, in accordance with the present invention;
0037 FIG. 22 is a flowchart outlining the IPSOE Virtu
alization Initialization mechanism in accordance with the

present invention;
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0038 FIG. 23 is a flowchart outlining the Hosted Server
Creation mechanism in accordance with the present inven

Furthermore, the present invention can be implemented in
an infrastructure of remote computer Systems connected by

tion;

an Internet or intranet.

0039 FIG. 24 is a flowchart outlining the Hosted Server
Operation Traps to Hosting Partition mechanism in accor
dance with the present invention;
0040 FIG. 25 is a flowchart outlining the IPSOE Man

0050 IP net 100 is a high-bandwidth, low-latency net
work interconnecting nodes within the distributed computer
System. A node is any component attached to one or more
links of a network and forming the origin and/or destination
of messages within the network. In the depicted example, IP
net 100 includes nodes in the form of host processor node
102, host processor node 104, and redundant array indepen

agement Verbs (Open, Query, Modify, and Close) mecha

nism in accordance with the present invention;
0041 FIG. 26 is a flowchart outlining the CO Manage

ment Verbs (Create, Query, Modify, and Destroy) mecha

nism in accordance with the present invention;
0042 FIG. 27 is a flowchart outlining the QP Manage

ment Verbs (Create, Query, Modify, and Destroy) mecha

nism in accordance with the present invention;
0043 FIG. 28 is a flowchart outlining the Memory

Management Verbs (All Registers, All Reregisters, All Allo
cates, All Deregisters) mechanism in accordance with the

present invention;
0044 FIG. 29 is a flowchart outlining the PD and IP

Address Alias Management Verbs (Allocate PD, Deallocate
PD) mechanism in accordance with the present invention;
004.5 FIG. 30 is a flowchart outlining the Post Send and
Post Receive Verbs mechanism in accordance with the

present invention;
0046 FIG. 31 is a flowchart outlining the Poll CQ, Set
CO Handler, Set Async Event Handler Verbs mechanism in
accordance with the present invention; and
0047 FIG.32 is a flowchart outlining the IPSOE Incom
ing Ethernet Frame Processing mechanism in accordance
with the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

0.048. The present invention provides a distributed com
puting System having endnodes, Switches, routers, and linkS
interconnecting these components. The endnodes can be
Internet Protocol Suite Offload Engines or traditional host
Software based Internet protocol Suites. Each endnode uses
Send and receive queue pairs to transmit and receive mes
Sages. The endnodes Segment the message into frames and
transmit the frames over the links. The Switches and routers
interconnect the endnodes and route the frames to the

appropriate endnode. The endnodes reassemble the frames
into a message at the destination.
0049. With reference now to the figures and in particular
with reference to FIG. 1, a diagram of a distributed com
puter System is illustrated in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention. The distributed com
puter system represented in FIG. 1 takes the form of an

dent disk (RAID) subsystem node 106. The nodes illustrated

in FIG. 1 are for illustrative purposes only, as IP net 100 can
connect any number and any type of independent processor
nodes, Storage nodes, and Special purpose processing nodes.
Any one of the nodes can function as an endnode, which is
herein defined to be a device that originates or finally
consumes messages or frames in IP net 100.
0051. In one embodiment of the present invention, an
error handling mechanism in distributed computer Systems
is present in which the error handling mechanism allows for
TCP or SCTP communication between endnodes in a dis

tributed computing system, such as IP net 100.
0052 A message, as used herein, is an application-de
fined unit of data eXchange, which is a primitive unit of
communication between cooperating processes. A frame is
one unit of data encapsulated by Internet Protocol Suite
headers and/or trailers. The headers generally provide con
trol and routing information for directing the frame through
IP net 100. The trailer generally contains control and cyclic

redundancy check (CRC) data for ensuring frames are not
delivered with corrupted contents.
0053 Within a distributed computer system, IP net 100
contains the communications and management infrastruc
ture Supporting various forms of traffic, Such as Storage,

interprocess communications (IPC), file access, and Sockets.
IP net 100 shown in FIG. 1 includes a Switched communi

cations fabric 116, which allows many devices to concur
rently transfer data with high-bandwidth and low latency in
a Secure, remotely managed environment. Endnodes can
communicate over multiple ports and utilize multiple paths
through the IP net fabric. The multiple ports and paths
through the IP net shown in FIG. 1 can be employed for fault
tolerance and increased bandwidth data transferS.

0054) The IP net 100 in FIG. 1 includes switch 112,
Switch 114, and router 117. ASwitch is a device that connects

multiple links together and allows routing of frames from
one link to another link using the layer 2 destination address
field. When the Ethernet is used as the link, the destination

field is known as the media access control (MAC) address.

A router is a device that routes frames based on the layer3

destination address field. When Internet Protocol (IP) is used

as the layer 3 protocol, the destination address field is an IP
address.

Internet protocol network (IP net), such as IP net 100 and is

provided merely for illustrative purposes and the embodi
ments of the present invention described below can be
implemented on computer Systems of numerous other types
and configurations. For example, computer Systems imple
menting the present invention can range from a Small Server

0055. In one embodiment, a link is a full duplex channel
between any two network fabric elements, Such as endnodes,
Switches, or routers. Example Suitable links include, but are
not limited to, copper cables, optical cables, and printed
circuit copper traces on backplanes and printed circuit

with one processor and a few input/output (I/O) adapters to

boards.

massively parallel Supercomputer Systems with hundreds or
thousands of processors and thousands of I/O adapters.

odes, Such as host processor endnodes and I/O adapter

0056. For reliable service types (TCP and SCTP), endn
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endnodes, generate request frames and return acknowledg
ment frames. Switches and routers pass frames along, from
the Source to the destination.

0057. In IP net 100 as illustrated in FIG. 1, host processor
node 102, host processor node 104, and RAID subsystem
node 106 include at least one IPSOE to interface to IP net

100. In one embodiment, each IPSOE is an endpoint that
implements the IPSOI in sufficient detail to source or sink
frames transmitted on IP net 100. Host processor node 102
contains IPSOEs in the form of host IPSOE 118 and IPSOE

120. Host processor node 104 contains IPSOE 122 and
IPSOE 124. Host processor node 102 also includes central
processing units 126-130 and a memory 132 interconnected
by bus system 134. Host processor node 104 similarly
includes central processing units 136-140 and a memory 142
interconnected by a bus system 144.
0.058 IPSOE 118 provides a connection to switch 112,
while IPSOE 124 provides a connection to Switch 114, and
IP Suite Offload Engines 120 and 122 provide a connection
to Switches 112 and 114.

0059. In one embodiment, an IP Suite Offload Engine is
implemented in hardware or a combination of hardware and

offload microprocessor(s). In this implementation, IP Suite

processing is offloaded to the IPSOE. This implementation
also permits multiple concurrent communications over a
Switched network without the traditional overhead associ

ated with communicating protocols. In one embodiment, the
IPSOEs and IP net 100 in FIG. 1 provide the consumers of
the distributed computer system with Zero processor-copy
data transferS without involving the operating System kernel
process, and employs hardware to provide reliable, fault
tolerant communications.

0060. As indicated in FIG. 1, router 117 is coupled to
wide area network (WAN) and/or local area network (LAN)

connections to other hosts or other routers. In this example,
RAID subsystem node 106 in FIG. 1 includes processor

168, memory 170, IP Suite Offload Engine (IPSOE) 172, and

multiple redundant and/or Striped Storage disk unit 174.
0061 IP net 100 handles data communications for stor
age, interprocessor communications, file accesses, and Sock
ets. IP net 100 Supports high-bandwidth, scalable, and
extremely low latency communications. User clients can
bypass the operating System kernel proceSS and directly
access network communication components, Such as
IPSOES, which enable efficient message passing protocols.
IP net 100 is Suited to current computing models and is a
building block for new forms of Storage, cluster, and general
networking communication. Further, IP net 100 in FIG. 1
allows Storage nodes to communicate among themselves or
communicate with any or all of the processor nodes in a
distributed computer system. With storage attached to IP net
100, the storage node has substantially the same communi
cation capability as any host processor node in IP net 100.
0062). In one embodiment, the IP net 100 shown in FIG.
1 Supports channel Semantics and memory Semantics. Chan
nel SemanticS is Sometimes referred to as Send/receive or

push communication operations. Channel Semantics are the
type of communications employed in a traditional I/O chan
nel where a Source device pushes data and a destination
device determines a final destination of the data. In channel

Semantics, the frame transmitted from a Source proceSS
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Specifies a destination processes communication port, but
does not specify where in the destination processes memory
Space the frame will be written. Thus, in channel Semantics,
the destination process pre-allocates where to place the
transmitted data.

0063. In memory semantics, a source process directly
reads or writes the Virtual address Space of a remote node
destination process. The remote destination process need
only communicate the location of a buffer for data, and does
not need to be involved in the transfer of any data. Thus, in
memory Semantics, a Source proceSS Sends a data frame
containing the destination buffer memory address of the
destination process. In memory Semantics, the destination
process previously grants permission for the Source proceSS
to access its memory.
0064 Channel semantics and memory semantics are typi
cally both necessary for Storage, cluster, and general net
working communications. A typical Storage operation
employs a combination of channel and memory Semantics.
In an illustrative example Storage operation of the distrib
uted computer System shown in FIG. 1, a host processor
node, Such as host processor node 102, initiates a Storage
operation by using channel Semantics to Send a disk write
command to the RAID subsystem IPSOE 172. The RAID
Subsystem examines the command and uses memory Seman
tics to read the data buffer directly from the memory Space
of the host processor node. After the data buffer is read, the
RAID subsystem employs channel semantics to push an I/O
completion message back to the host processor node.
0065. In one exemplary embodiment, the distributed
computer system shown in FIG. 1 performs operations that
employ virtual addresses and Virtual memory protection
mechanisms to ensure correct and proper access to all
memory. Applications running in Such a distributed com
puter System are not required to use physical addressing for
any operations.
0066 Turning next to FIG. 2, a functional block diagram
of a host processor node is depicted in accordance with a
preferred embodiment of the present invention. Host pro
ceSSor node 200 is an example of a host processor node, Such
as host processor node 102 in FIG. 1. In this example, host
processor node 200, shown in FIG. 2, includes a set of
consumers 202-208, which are processes executing on host
processor node 200. Host processor node 200 also includes

IP Suite Offload Engine (IPSOE) 210 and IPSOE 212.
IPSOE 210 contains ports 214 and 216 while IPSOE 212
contains ports 218 and 220. Each port connects to a link. The
ports can connect to one IP net Subnet or multiple IP net
Subnets, such as IP net 100 in FIG. 1.

0067 Consumers 202-208 transfer messages to the IP net
via the verbs interface 222 and message and data Service
224. A verbs interface is essentially an abstract description
of the functionality of an IP Suite Offload Engine. An
operating System may expose Some or all of the verb
functionality through its programming interface. Basically,
this interface defines the behavior of the host. Additionally,
host processor node 200 includes a message and data Service
224, which is a higher-level interface than the verb layer and
is used to process messages and data received through
IPSOE 210 and IPSOE 212. Message and data service 224
provides an interface to consumers 202-208 to process
messages and other data.
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0068. With reference now to FIG.3A, a diagram of an IP
Suite Offload Engine is depicted in accordance with a
preferred embodiment of the present invention. IP Suite
Offload Engine 300A shown in FIG. 3A includes a set of
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incoming channel Semantic data from the IP net fabric. A
work queue element is processed by hardware 408 in the
IPSOE.

queue pairs (QPs) 302A-310A, which are used to transfer

0074 The verbs also provide a mechanism for retrieving
completed work from completion queue 404. As shown in
FIG. 4, completion queue 404 contains completion queue

layer's quality of service field (QOSF), for example, the

elements (CQEs) 430-436. Completion queue elements con

messages to the IPSOE ports 312A-316A. Buffering of data
to IPSOE ports 312A-316A is channeled using the network

Traffic Class field in the IP Version 6 specification, 318A
334A. Each network layer quality of service field has its own

flow control. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) stan

dard network protocols are used to configure the link and
network addresses of all IP Suite Offload Engine ports
connected to the network. Two Such protocols are Address

Resolution Protocol (ARP) and Dynamic Host Configura
tion Protocol. Memory translation and protection (MTP)

338A is a mechanism that translates virtual addresses to

physical addresses and validates access rights. Direct

memory access (DMA) 340A provides for direct memory

access operations using memory 350A with respect to queue
pairs 302A-310A.
0069. A single IP Suite Offload Engine, such as the
IPSOE 300A shown in FIG. 3A, can support thousands of
queue pairs. Each queue pair consists of a Send work queue

(SWO) and a receive work queue (RWQ). The send work
queue is used to Send channel and memory Semantic mes
Sages. The receive work queue receives channel Semantic
messages. A consumer calls an operating System specific
programming interface, which is herein referred to as

“verbs”, to place work requests (WRS) onto a work queue.
0070 FIG. 3B depicts a switch 300B in accordance with
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Switch
300B includes a packet relay 302B in communication with
a number of ports 304B through link or network layer
quality of service fields such as IP version 4's Type of
Service field 306B. Generally, a switch such as switch 300B
can route frames from one port to any other port on the same
Switch.

0071 Similarly, FIG.3C depicts a router 300C according
to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Router
300C includes a frame relay 302C in communication with a
number of ports 304C through network layer quality of
service fields such as IP version 4's Type of Service field
306C. Like switch 300B, router 300C will generally be able
to route frames from one port to any other port on the same
rOuter.

0.072 With reference now to FIG. 4, a diagram illustrat
ing processing of work requests is depicted in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. In
FIG. 4, a receive work queue 400, send work queue 402,
and completion queue 404 are present for processing
requests from and for consumer 406. These requests from
consumer 406 are eventually sent to hardware 408. In this
example, consumer 406 generates work requests 410 and
412 and receives work completion 414. As shown in FIG. 4,
work requests placed onto a work queue are referred to as

work queue elements (WQEs).
0073. Send work queue 402 contains work queue ele
ments (WQEs) 422-428, describing data to be transmitted on
the IP net fabric. Receive work queue 400 contains work
queue elements (WQEs) 416–420, describing where to place

tain information about previously completed work queue
elements. Completion queue 404 is used to create a single
point of completion notification for multiple queue pairs. A
completion queue element is a data Structure on a comple
tion queue. This element describes a completed work queue
element. The completion queue element contains Sufficient
information to determine the queue pair and Specific work
queue element that completed. A completion queue context
is a block of information that contains pointers to, length,
and other information needed to manage the individual
completion queues.
0075 Example work requests supported for send work
queue 402 shown in FIG. 4 are as follows. A send work
request is a channel Semantic operation to push a set of local
data Segments to the data Segments referenced by a remote
node's receive work queue element. For example, work
queue element 428 contains references to data Segment
4438, data segment 5440, and data segment 6442. Each of
the Send work request's data Segments contains part of a
Virtually contiguous memory region. The Virtual addresses
used to reference the local data Segments are in the address
context of the process that created the local queue pair.

0076 A remote direct memory access (RDMA) read

work request provides a memory Semantic operation to read
a virtually contiguous memory Space on a remote node. A
memory Space can either be a portion of a memory region or
portion of a memory window. A memory region references
a previously registered Set of Virtually contiguous memory
addresses defined by a virtual address and length. A memory
window references a Set of Virtually contiguous memory
addresses that have been bound to a previously registered
region.
0077. The RDMA read work request reads a virtually
contiguous memory space on a remote endnode and writes
the data to a virtually contiguous local memory Space.
Similar to the Send work request, Virtual addresses used by
the RDMA read work queue element to reference the local
data Segments are in the address context of the process that
created the local queue pair. The remote Virtual addresses are
in the address context of the process owning the remote
queue pair targeted by the RDMA read work queue element.
0078 A RDMA write work queue element provides a
memory Semantic operation to write a virtually contiguous
memory Space on a remote node. For example, work queue
element 416 in receive work queue 400 references data
Segment 1444, data Segment 2446, and data Segment 448.
The RDMA write work queue element contains a scatter list
of local virtually contiguous memory Spaces and the Virtual
address of the remote memory Space into which the local
memory Spaces are written.
0079 A RDMA FetchOp work queue element provides a
memory Semantic operation to perform an atomic operation
on a remote word. The RDMAFetchOp work queue element
is a combined RDMA Read, Modify, and RDMA Write
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operation. The RDMA FetchOp work queue element can
Support Several read-modify-write operations, Such as Com
pare and Swap if equal. The RDMA FetchOp is not included
in current RDMA over IP standardization efforts, but is

described here, because it may be used as a value-added
feature in Some implementations.

0080 A bind (unbind) remote access key (R. Key) work
Engine hardware to modify (destroy) a memory window by
associating (disassociating) the memory window to a
memory region. The R. Key is part of each RDMA access

queue element provides a command to the IP Suite Offload
and is used to validate that the remote process has permitted
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distributed computer system 500 associates a local queue
pair with one and only one remote queue pair. Thus, the
queue pair 4 is used to communicate with queue pair 2,
queue pair 7 is used to communicate with queue pair 5; and
queue pair 6 is used to communicate with queue pair 9.
0087. A WQE placed on one send queue in a TCP or
SCTP causes data to be written into the receive memory
Space referenced by a receive WQE of the associated queue
pair. RDMA operations operate on the address Space of the
asSociated queue pair.
0088. In one embodiment of the present invention, the

access to the buffer.

TCP or SCTP is made reliable because hardware maintains

0081. In one embodiment, receive work queue 400
shown in FIG. 4 only supports one type of work queue
element, which is referred to as a receive work queue
element. The receive work queue element provides a chan
nel Semantic operation describing a local memory Space into
which incoming Send messages are written. The receive
work queue element includes a Scatter list describing Several
Virtually contiguous memory Spaces. An incoming Send
message is written to these memory Spaces. The Virtual
addresses are in the address context of the process that
created the local queue pair.
0082 For interprocessor communications, a user-mode
Software proceSS transferS data through queue pairs directly
from where the buffer resides in memory. In one embodi
ment, the transfer through the queue pairs bypasses the
operating System and consumes few host instruction cycles.
Queue pairs permit Zero processor-copy data transfer with
no operating System kernel involvement. The Zero proces
Sor-copy data transfer provides for efficient Support of
high-bandwidth and low-latency communication.
0.083. When a queue pair is created, the queue pair is set
to provide a Selected type of transport Service. In one
embodiment, a distributed computer System implementing
the present invention Supports three types of transport Ser

combination of hardware and IP net driver Software retries

vices: TCP, SCTP, and UDP.

0084 TCP and SCTP associate a local queue pair with
one and only one remote queue pair. TCP and SCTP require
a process to create a queue pair for each process that TCP
and SCTP are to communicate with over the IP net fabric.

Thus, if each of N host processor nodes contains P pro
cesses, and all P processes on each node wish to commu
nicate with all the processes on all the other nodes, each host

processor node requires Px(N-1) queue pairs. Moreover, a
proceSS can associate a queue pair to another queue pair on
the same IPSOE.

0085. A portion of a distributed computer system
employing TCP or SCTP to communicate between distrib
uted processes is illustrated generally in FIG. 5. The dis
tributed computer system 500 in FIG. 5 includes a host
processor node 1, a host processor node 2, and a host
processor node 3. Host processor node 1 includes a proceSS
A510. Host processor node 3 includes a process C 520 and
a process D 530. Host processor node 2 includes a process
E 540.

0.086 Host processor node 1 includes queue pairs 4, 6 and
7, each having a Send work queue and receive work queue.
Host processor node 2 has a queue pair 9 and host processor
node 3 has queue pairs 2 and 5. The TCP or SCTP of

Sequence numbers and acknowledges all frame transfers. A
any failed communications. The process client of the queue
pair obtains reliable communications even in the presence of
bit errors, receive underruns, and network congestion. If
alternative paths exist in the IP net fabric, reliable commu
nications can be maintained even in the presence of failures
of fabric Switches, links, or IP Suite Offload Engine ports.
0089. In addition, acknowledgements may be employed
to deliver data reliably across the IP net fabric. The acknowl
edgement may, or may not, be a proceSS level acknowledge
ment, i.e. an acknowledgement that validates that a receiv
ing proceSS has consumed the data. Alternatively, the
acknowledgement may be one that only indicates that the
data has reached its destination.

0090 The User Datagram Protocol is connectionless. The

UDP is employed by management applications to discover
and integrate new Switches, routers, and endnodes into a
given distributed computer system. The UDP does not
provide the reliability guarantees of the TCP or SCTP. The
UDP accordingly operates with leSS State information main
tained at each endnode.

0091 Turning next to FIG. 6, an illustration of a data
frame is depicted in accordance with a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention. A data frame is a unit of
information that is routed through the IP net fabric. The data
frame is an endnode-to-endnode construct, and is thus

created and consumed by endnodes. For frames destined to
an IPSOE, the data frames are neither generated nor con
Sumed by the Switches and routers in the IP net fabric.
Instead for data frames that are destined to an IPSOE,

Switches and routers simply move request frames or
acknowledgment frames closer to the ultimate destination,
modifying the link header fields in the process. Routers may
modify the frame's network header when the frame crosses
a Subnet boundary. In traversing a Subnet, a single frame
stays on a single Service level.
0092 Message data 600 contains data segment 1602, data
segment 2604, and data segment 3606, which are similar to
the data segments illustrated in FIG. 4. In this example,
these data segments form a frame 608, which is placed into
frame payload 610 within data frame 612. Additionally, data

frame 612 contains cyclic redundancy check (CRC) 614,

which is used for error checking. Additionally, routing
header 616 and transport header 618 are present in data
frame 612. Routing header 616 is used to identify source and
destination ports for data frame 612. Transport header 618 in
this example specifies the Sequence number and the Source
and destination port number for data frame 612. The
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Sequence number is initialized when communication is
established and increments by 1 for each byte of frame
header, DDP/RDMA header, data payload, and CRC. Frame
header 620 in this example Specifies the destination queue
pair number associated with the frame and the length of the
Direct Data Placement and/or Remote Direct Memory

Access (DDP/RDMA) header plus data payload plus CRC.

DDP/RDMA header 622 specifies the message identifier and
the placement information for the data payload. The mes
Sage identifier is constant for all frames that are part of a
message. Example message identifiers include, for example,
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an endnode component 802. A component can be an IPSOE,
Switch, or router. All IPSOE and router components must
have a MAC address. A media access point on a Switch is
also assigned a MAC address.

0099. One network address (e.g. IP Address) 812 is

assigned to each port 806 of an endnode component 902. A
component can be an IPSOE, switch, or router. All IPSOE
and router components must have a network address. A
media access point on a Switch is also assigned a MAC
address.

send, write RDMA, and read RDMA.

0100 Each port of switch 810 does not have a link layer

0093. In FIG. 7, a portion of a distributed computer
system 700 is depicted to illustrate an example request and
acknowledgment transaction. Distributed computer System
700 in FIG. 7 includes a host processor node 702 running
process A 716 and a host processor node 704 running
process B 718. Host processor node 702 includes an IPSOE
706. Host processor node 704 includes an IPSOE 708. The
distributed computer system in FIG. 7 includes IP net fabric

address associated with it. However, Switch 810 can have a

710, which includes Switch 712 and Switch 714. The IP net

fabric includes a link coupling IPSOE 706 to switch 712; a
link coupling Switch 712 to Switch 714; and a link coupling
IPSOE 708 to Switch 714.

0094. In the example transactions, host processor node
702 includes a client process A. Host processor node 704
includes a client proceSS B. Client process A interacts with
host IPSOE 706 through queue pair 23720 comprising send
queue 724 and receive queue 726. Client process B interacts
with host IPSOE 708 through queue pair 24722 comprising
send queue 728 and receive queue 730. Queue pairs 23 and
24 are data Structures that include a Send work queue and a
receive work queue.
0.095 Process A initiates a message request by posting
work queue elements to the Send queue of queue pair 23.
Such a work queue element is illustrated in FIG. 4. The
message request of client process A is referenced by a gather
list contained in the Send work queue element. Each data
Segment in the gather list points to part of a virtually
contiguous local memory region, which contains a part of
the message, Such as indicated by data Segments 1, 2, and 3,
which respectively hold message parts 1, 2, and 3, in FIG.
4

0096 Hardware in host IPSOE 706 reads the work queue
element and Segments the message Stored in Virtual contigu
ous buffers into data frames, Such as the data frame illus

trated in FIG. 6. Data frames are routed through the IP net
fabric, and for reliable transfer Services, are acknowledged
by the final destination endnode. If not successfully
acknowledged, the data frame is retransmitted by the Source
endnode. Data frames are generated by Source endnodes and
consumed by destination endnodes.
0097. With reference to FIG. 8, a diagram illustrating the
network addressing used in a distributed networking System
is depicted in accordance with the present invention. A host
name provides a logical identification for a host node, Such
as a host processor node or I/O adapter node. The host name
identifies the endpoint for messages Such that messages are
destined for processes residing on an endnode specified by
the host name. Thus, there is one host name per node, but a
node can have multiple IPSOEs.

0098. A single link layer address (e.g. Ethernet Media
Access Layer Address) 804 is assigned to each port 806 of

media access port 814 that has a link layer address 816 and
a network layer address 808 associated with it.
0101 A portion of a distributed computer system in
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in FIG. 9. Distributed computer
system 900 includes a subnet 902 and a subnet 904. Subnet
902 includes host processor nodes 906,908, and 910. Subnet
904 includes host processor nodes 912 and 914. Subnet 902
includes Switches 916 and 918. Subnet 904 includes
Switches 920 and 922.

0102 Routers create and connect subnets. For example,
Subnet 902 is connected to Subnet 904 with routers 924 and

926. In one example embodiment, a subnet has up to 216
endnodes, Switches, and routers.

0103) A subnet is defined as a group of endnodes and
cascaded Switches that is managed as a single unit. Typi
cally, a Subnet occupies a single geographic or functional
area. For example, a Single computer System in one room
could be defined as a Subnet. In one embodiment, the

Switches in a Subnet can perform very fast Wormhole or
cut-through routing for messages.
0104. A switch within a subnet examines the destination

link layer address (e.g. MAC address) that is unique within

the subnet to permit the Switch to quickly and efficiently
route incoming message frames. In one embodiment, the
Switch is a relatively simple circuit, and is typically imple
mented as a Single integrated circuit. A Subnet can have
hundreds to thousands of endnodes formed by cascaded

Switches.

0105. As illustrated in FIG. 9, for expansion too much
larger Systems, Subnets are connected with routers, Such as
routers 924 and 926. The router interprets the destination

network layer address (e.g. IP address) and routes the frame.
0106 An example embodiment of a Switch is illustrated
generally in FIG.3B. Each I/O path on a Switch or router has
a port. Generally, a Switch can route frames from one port to
any other port on the same Switch.
0107. Within a subnet, such as subnet 902 or subnet 904,
a path from a Source port to a destination port is determined

by the link layer address (e.g. MAC address) of the desti

nation host IPSOE port. Between subnets, a path is deter

mined by the network layer address (IP address) of the
destination IPSOE port and by the link layer address (e.g.
MAC address) of the router port, which will be used to reach
the destination's Subnet.

0108. In one embodiment, the paths used by the request
frame and the request frame's corresponding positive
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acknowledgment (ACK) frame is not required to be Sym
metric. In one embodiment employing oblivious routing,
Switches Select an output port based on the link layer address

(e.g. MAC address). In one embodiment, a Switch uses one

Set of routing decision criteria for all its input ports in the
Switch. In one example embodiment, the routing decision
criteria are contained in one routing table. In an alternative
embodiment, a Switch employs a separate Set of criteria for
each input port.
0109) A data transaction in the distributed computer
System of the present invention is typically composed of
Several hardware and Software Steps. A client process data
transport Service can be a user-mode or a kernel-mode
process. The client process accesses IP Suite Offload Engine
hardware through one or more queue pairs, Such as the
queue pairs illustrated in FIGS. 3A, 5, and 8. The client
process calls an operating System Specific programming
interface, which is herein referred to as “verbs.” The Soft

ware code implementing verbs posts a work queue element
to the given queue pair work queue.
0110. There are many possible methods of posting a work
queue element and there are many possible work queue
element formats, which allow for various cost/performance
design points, but which do not affect interoperability. A user
process, however, must communicate to verbs in a well
defined manner, and the format and protocols of data trans
mitted across the IP net fabric must be sufficiently specified
to allow devices to interoperate in a heterogeneous vendor
environment.

0111. In one embodiment, IPSOE hardware detects work
queue element postings and accesses the work queue ele
ment. In this embodiment, the IPSOE hardware translates

and validates the work queue element's virtual addresses
and accesses the data.

0112 An outgoing message is split into one or more data
frames. In one embodiment, the IPSOE hardware adds a

DDP/RDMA header, frame header and CRC, transport
header and a network header to each frame. The transport
header includes Sequence numbers and other transport infor
mation. The network header includes routing information,
Such as the destination IP address and other network routing
information. The link header contains the destination link

layer address (e.g. MAC address) or other local routing
information.

0113) If a TCP or SCTP is employed, when a request data
frame reaches its destination endnode, acknowledgment data
frames are used by the destination endnode to let the request
data frame Sender know the request data frame was validated
and accepted at the destination. Acknowledgement data
frames acknowledge one or more valid and accepted request
data frames. The requester can have multiple outstanding
request data frames before it receives any acknowledgments.
In one embodiment, the number of multiple outstanding
messages, i.e. request data frames, is determined when a
queue pair is created.
0114. One embodiment of a layered architecture 1000 for
implementing the present invention is generally illustrated in
diagram form in FIG. 10. The layered architecture diagram
of FIG. 10 shows the various layers of data communication
paths, and organization of data and control information
passed between layers.
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0115 IPSOE endnode protocol layers (employed by end
node 1011, for instance) include upper level protocols 1002

defined by consumer 1003, transport layer 1004; network
layer 1006, link layer 1008, and physical layer 1010. Switch

layers (employed by Switch 1013, for instance) include link

layer 1008 and physical layer 1010. Router layers

(employed by router 1015, for instance) include network
layer 1006, link layer 1008, and physical layer 1010.
0116 Layered architecture 1000 generally follows an

outline of a classical communication Stack in order to

complete consumer operations 1012 of transferring data
between consumers 1003 and 1005. With respect to the
protocol layers of endnode 1011, for example, upper layer
protocols 1002 employs verbs to create messages at trans
port layer 1004. Transport layer 1004 passes messages 1014
to network layer 1006. Network layer 1006 routes frames
between network subnets 1016. Link layer 1008 routes
frames within a network subnet 1018. Physical layer 1010
Sends bits or groups of bits to the physical layers of other
devices. Each of the layerS is unaware of how the upper or
lower layers perform their functionality.
0117 Consumers 1003 and 1005 represent applications
or processes that employ the other layerS for communicating
between endnodes. Transport layer 1004 provides end-to
end message movement. In one embodiment, the transport
layer provides four types of transport Services as described
above which are traditional TCP, RDMA over TCP, SCTP,

and UDP Network layer 1006 performs frame routing
through a Subnet or multiple Subnets to destination endin
odes. Link layer 1008 performs flow-controlled 1020, error
checked, and prioritized frame delivery acroSS linkS.
0118 Physical layer 1010 performs technology-depen
dent bit transmission. Bits or groups of bits are passed
between physical layers via links 1022, 1024, and 1026.
LinkScan be implemented with printed circuit copper traces,
copper cable, optical cable, or with other Suitable linkS.
0119) As discussed above, the present invention provides
a mechanism for managing a receive queue in a split Stack
in order to reduce the processing overhead in host proces

Sors. An Upper Layer Protocol (e.g. Socket) library creates
Work Queues (WQ) and Completion Queues (CQ) that are
utilized by an Internet Protocol Suite Offload Engine

(IPSOE) and the Upper Layer Protocol (ULP) to transfer

information and carry out Send operations. AS consumers

initiate send operations, Work Queue Entries (WQE) are
created by the ULP and written to the Send Work Queue

(SWO). The ISPOE is notified of a new entry to the SWO

and it Subsequently reads this entry, which contains pointers

to the data that is to be sent. After the data is Sent and

acknowledgements are received, the IPSOE creates a

Completion Queue Entry (CQE) that is written to the CO.

The COE includes a Work Request ID that associates a given
WOE to a COE. After the COE is written, the ULP Subse

quently processes the entry and removes it from the CO,
freeing up a space in both the WQ and CO. The number of
entries available in the SOW are monitored by the ULP so
that it does not overwrite any valid entries. Likewise, the
IPSOE monitors the number of entries available in the CO.

0120 FIG. 11 is an exemplary diagram that depicts the
contents of an entry in a Socket Context Table in accordance
with the present invention. The Socket Context Table 1100

contains a Socket Context Entry (SCE) 1102 for each work
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queue pair (QP). These entries contain many fields that are
broken up into the Socket Context (SC), the Send Work
Queue Context (SWOC), Receive Work Queue Context
(RWQC), Additional TCP Context, and IP Context.
0121 The Socket Context includes Flags 1110, which
contain the state of the QP, the IP version being utilized, and
the port number of the QP. The state of the QP is set by the
IPSOE. The IP version and port number of the QP are set by

the Consumer. The Path Maximum Transfer Unit (PMTU)

field 1112 contains the maximum data payload transfer size.
The Retry Flags 1114 include the number of times a WQE
is retried must be retried by the IPSOE and the current
number of retries that have been attempted. The latter is used
by the IPSOE to keep track of the number of times the

IPSOE has actually retried the WQE. The ACKT (Acknowl
edgement Timeout) field 1116 is the amount of time the
IPSOE will wait for an acknowledgement (ACK) before
marking the TCP Segment associated with the ACK as lost.

0122) The Window Size (WS) field 1118 contains the

outbound TCP/IP and inbound TCP/IP window sizes, each

in number of bytes, for the connection. The Maximum
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RWQ pointed to by the RWQ Head Pointer 1146, as shown
in FIG. 12. The RWQ 1204 is a linked list of pages of
RWQEs. The last entry 1206 in each page is a pointer
containing the physical address to the next page of RWOES.
0127. When the RWQ is created, the initial RQW free
space is set in a variable maintained by the ULP, referred to
as the “RWQ Credit Count”. An RWQ Credit corresponds to

one RQWE. As long as there is space in the RWQ (i.e. RQW
Credit Count is non-zero), RWQE's can be added to the head
of the list pointed to by the RWQ Head Pointer 1146. After
Some number of RWOE’s have been added to the RWO, the
ULP notifies the IPSOE that it has done so via an “RWO

doorbell', and then clears the ROW Credit Count. In a

preferred embodiment, a doorbell is a memory mapped I/O

operation (MMIO). The number of RWQE's added to the
RWO are indicated to the IPSOE in the RWO doorbell. The

IPSOE adds this count to the Pending RQWE Count 1150,
to track the number of pending RWQE's in the RWO.
0128. Returning to FIG. 12, an enlarged view of the
RWQE 1202 is shown in the box having fields 1210-1222.

Remote Direct Memory Access (MRDMA) field 1120 is the

As shown in FIG. 12, the RWOE 1202 includes a Work

from the remote socket. The pending receive count (PRC)
field 1122 is the number of receive packets that are pending
acknowledgements (ACKs). The Queue Pair Type (QT) field

Send with Solicited Event, RDMA Write, RDMA Read, or

maximum number of outstanding RDMA Read Requests
1124 describes the type of service associated with the QP

(e.g. Sockets, iSCSI, DAFS, etc . . . ). The Data Segments
(DS) field 1126 is the maximum number of data segments
per WQE. The protection domain (PD) field 1130 identifies
the Protection Domain associated with the ULP (in one

Request ID field 1210 which is an identifier that is used to
associate WQE's with eventual COE’s. The Op Type field
1212 is the operation type. Operation types include: Send,

a Memory (e.g. Bind Memory Window) Operation. The

Flags 1214 include information Such as: Signaled Comple
tion requested; Immediate Data present, and Fence
requested. If the ULP requested Signaled Completion, then

a Work Completion (WC) will be returned by the IPSOE

embodiment, it is Set to the process ID and is used to ensure
that the current operations have authority to access the

when the SWOE completes. If Immediate Data is requested,

Similar data except that they point to different queues. The
Receive Work Queue Head Pointer Physical Address field
1146 points to the head of the circular work queue for
receive operations. The ULP writes to the head of the RWO

RWQE to complete, before processing the next RWOE. The
Fence operation can be used for Memory and RDMA Read
Operations.
0129. The Number of Data Segments field 1216 is the
quantity of Data Segments that are to be transmitted. Each
Data Segment 1218-1222 contains a STag, Virtual Address,
and Length. The IPSOE's Memory Translation and Protec
tion Table uses these 3 fields to access the data referenced by
the data segment. In an iSCSI environment this list of
addresses is replaced by a pointer to the iSCSI command
which will contain the destination IP address and port
number along with a list of physical addresses of data that

memory region being read).
0123 The send and receive work queue contexts contain

when a send is initiated. The Receive CO Index field 1148

is the indeX into the Send completion queue for the associ
ated QP. The Pending RQWE Count 1150 is the number of
pending RWQE’s in the RWQ. The Pending Receive Xfer
Count field 1152 is the number of pending receive opera
tions. The Next RWQE field 1154 is a pointer to the next
RWQE in this RWQ to be processed. Each RWQE contains
a list of Data Segments. For RDMA, each of the Data

Segments contains a Steering Tag (STag), Virtual Address

and Length. The IPSOE uses the STag to translate the Virtual
Address into a Physical Address. The Logical Next Send
Transfer Address 1142 and Physical Next Send Transfer

Address 1144 are the virtual and physical addresses (respec
tively) immediately following the last outbound transfer as
translated via the IPSOE's memory translation and protec
tion table.

0.124. The send work queue context has fields that are
analogous to those in the receive work queue context, as
represented in FIG. 11 as elements 1132-1165.
0.125. The TCP Context 1160 and IP Context 1162 con
tain information regarding the type of TCP and IP connec
tions that are being utilized as transport mechanisms.
0.126 When a receive operation is initiated, the ULP
creates one or more ROWE's 1202 that are written to the

then the SWOE contains data that the IPSOE must send as

Immediate Data on the outbound transfer. Finally, if the
RWOE contains a Fence, then the IPSOE must wait for the

is to be transmitted.

0.130. After the data pointed to by the list of addresses in
the RWQES is transferred by the IPSOE to host memory, the
IPSOE must notify the consumer that the work is completed.
This is carried out through the use of a completion queue

(CQ). CQ’s are created by the ULP for each IPSOE. At the
time of creation, the size of the CO is set (i.e. number of
CQE’s the CQ can hold). FIG. 13 shows the CQ context
along with the detail of the COE. The Socket Completion
Queue Context Table 1300 contains Completion Context

Entries (CCE) such as 1302 associated with a given WQ.

Each CCE 1302 contains a CQ Tail Pointer Physical Address
field 1304 which is a pointer to the address of an entry such
as 1322 in the circular linked list, which is the CO 1320. This

is a linked list of COE pages where the last entry in each
page is a pointer to the next page of the list.
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0131 Each COE contains a pointer to the send operation
that completed. This is accomplished by utilizing a WQ
Number field 1330 and a WQE index field 1332 that point
to the WQE that has completed. The Send/Receive field

1334 of the COE identifies the type of operation (Send WQE
or Receive WQE) that completed and the Completion Status
field 1336 contains information as to whether the WOE

completed Successfully or unsuccessfully.
0132) The WQE that is pointed to is shown in 1340-1352.

For a COE that is associated with a Send WOE, all the fields
contained in the Send WOE are contained in the COE.

Similarly, for a COE that is associated with a Receive WQE,
all the fields contained in the Receive WQE are contained in

the COE. The Work Request ID field 1340 is a 64-bit
identifier that is used to associate this completion queue
entry back to a specific WQE.
0.133 AS operations complete, the IPSOE writes to the
tail of the CO using the CO Tail Pointer 1304, assuming the
CQE Free Space count 1308 in the Socket CQ Context 1300
indicates that there is available free space. COE Free Space
is a count of the number of free entries in the CO. If no space

is available CQ (i.e. CQE Free Space is zero) then an

interrupt will be issued up to the ULP. At that point the ULP
may increase the size of the CQ and notify the IPSOE how
many entries have been added to the CO. The IPSOE
responds by adjusting the COE Free Space count up by the
indicated amount. The ULP keeps track of the last COE that
it read and when the next entry becomes valid. The ULP
ensures that the operation completed Successfully and
removes COE from the head of the CO by invalidating the
entry and advancing a Software CO head pointer that it
maintains. The ULP also maintains counts of the number of

COE's it has removed from the CO, both in total, and on a

per WQ basis. The per WQ counts are maintained in “RWQ
Credit Count' variables 1600, as shown in FIG. 16, man

aged by ULP software. RWO Credit Count conservatively
indicates to the ULP how much free space there is in the
corresponding RWQ. When the ULP issues an RWQ Door
bell 1602 to the IPSOE, it passes the corresponding RWQ
Credit Count to the IPSOE in the doorbell as an RWOE

Count, and then clears the RWO Credit Count.

0134) The total number of CQE’s the ULP removes from
a CO are maintained in a “CO Credit Count” variable 1700,
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COEs from a CO, it acquires CO and RWO Credits. As the
ULP issues RWO Doorbells to the IPSOE it consumes RWO

Credits, and implicitly passes them to the IPSOE. The
IPSOE in turn implicitly returns RWQ Credits to the ULP as
it posts COE’s in a CO. Conversely, the IPSOE implicitly
consumes CO Credits as it posts COE’s to a CO. The ULP
explicitly returns CQ Credits to the IPSOE in CQ Doorbells.
0136. Now turning to FIG. 14 which is a flowchart that
outlines an exemplary process for creating a queue pair. Step
1410 starts the flowchart. The consumer initiates the creation

of queue pair by calling the ULP to create a queue pair (Step
1400). 1402 the ULP then allocates and pins memory for the
queue pair context or socket context as depicted in FIGS. 11

and 12 (Step 1402). Once the QP is created including the
setting attributes such as the number of WQEs allowed in the

QP, then control is returned to the consumer (step 1404) and
the process ends (step 1406).
0.137 FIG. 15 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation of the present invention for Send transactions. AS
shown in FIG. 15 the consumer creates a number of send

work requests 1500 and hands them off to the ULP 1502.
The ULP converts the work requests into SWOE’s 1504 as
depicted in FIG. 12. The ULP writes the RWQE’s 1202, to
the address pointed to by the Receive WQ Head Pointer
Physical Address 1132 and then updates this pointer 1506.
The ULP notifies the IPSOE via a RWQ Doorbell how many
RWQE's were posted to the RWO, and clears the associated
RWO Credit Count.

0.138. The RWQE is processed by the IPSOE hardware

by transmitting the data in the data Segments pointed to by
the Data Segment Addresses 1218-1222 within the RWQE
12021510. Once the entire RWQE has been processed, then
the IPSOE creates a COE 1512, and decrements the Pending
RWOE Count. The IPSOE writes the COE into the CO at the

address pointed to by the CO Tail Pointer Physical Address
1304, updates this pointer to the next available COE 1514,
and decrements the COE Free Space count. The IPSOE then
notifies the ULP of a new COE 1516. This can be done by
Several methods with one implementation being an interrupt
polling mechanism between the IPSOE and the ULP. Once
notified, the ULP processes the COE’s it removes from the
CQ and updates the corresponding CQ and RWQ Credit
counts 1518. At this point the entire send operation has

as shown in FIG. 17, managed by the ULP in software. The
ULP indicates to the IPSOE how many COE's it has
removed from a CO by passing the CO Credit Count to the

ended 1520.

IPSOE in a “CO Doorbell'1702. ACO doorbell is an MMIO

TCP Selective Acknowledgement (SACK) Table in accor

like the RWO Doorbell. However, instead of indicating how
many RWQE’s have been added to a RWQ, a CO doorbell
indicates how many COE’s the ULP has removed from a
specified CQ. When the ULP issues a CQ Doorbell to the
IPSOE, it passes the CQ Credit Count to the IPSOE in the
doorbell, and then clears the CO Credit Count. The IPSO

adds the CQ Credits to the CQ Free Space count 1308 of the

Socket CO Context 1300 (that is also specified in the CQ
doorbell). When the IPSOE adds one or more COE’s to the

tail of a CO 1703, it decreases the CO Free Space Count by
that amount. Hence the CO Free Space count conservatively
indicates to the IPSOE the amount of free space in the
corresponding CO.
0135). Note the implicit flow of RWQ and CQ Credits

between the ULP and the IPSOE. As the ULP consumes

0139 FIGS. 18A and 18B illustrate a diagram and
flowchart, respectively, depicting the initialization of the
dance with the present invention. The SACK Table Initial
ization flowchart 1800 is performed when the Consumer,
such as Consumer 1840 invokes a Modify QP. As shown in
FIG. 18B, the Consumer issues a Modify QP to the IPSOE

(step 1850), such as IPSOE 1828. The IPSOE determines if
Modify QP input modifiers have selected SACK Support to

be enabled on the QP (step 1854). If SACK support is not
enabled on the QP, the IPSOE exits the flowchart. If SACK

support is enabled, the IPSOE initializes the SACK table

(step 1858), such as SACK Pane Table 1808 in IPSOE 1828.
The IPSOE Sets the number of entries in the SACK table to

the number of SACK entries selected by the Modify QP
verb.

0140) The first entry (i.e. the ACK'd SN entry 1812) in

the table contains these fields: the last Acknowledged TCP
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Sequence Number; the current RQ, such as RO 1824, WQE,
and the offset into the WQE. Each subsequent entry in the
table, such as Pane Entry 1816 and 1820, represents a Pane
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used by these mechanisms consists of the following: During
IPSOE Driver and Library development, the IPSOE Driver
and Library are each segmented into: an IPSOE Hosted

Entry and contains these fields: the starting SN (TCP
Sequence Number) represents the first byte successfully

Server Driver, which runs in the Hosted Server; an IPSOE

received and SACK'd, the ending SN represents the last byte
successfully received and SACK'd, the current WQE asso
ciated with the ending SN, and the offset into the WQE
asSociated with the ending SN. All these Subsequent entries
are initialized to zero. At this point the IPSOE exits the

between IPSOE Hosted Partition and the IPSOE Hosting

flowchart.

0141 FIG. 19 is a flowchart outlining the Selective
Acknowledgement processing performed by the IPSOE
when an incoming TCP/IP Segment is processed in accor
dance with the present invention. The SACK Incoming
Packet Processing flowchart 1900 is performed when an
incoming packet arrives that is associated with an IPSOE QP

that has SACK enabled (step 1902). The IPSOE determines
if the incoming packet contains a TCP Sequence Number

(SN) larger than next expected, but within the TCPWindow
(step 1904). If not, the packet is dropped and the operation
ends. If so, the IPSOE compares the starting SN-1 of the
incoming packet to the ACK'd SN in the Pane Table Entry

(PTE) (step 1908).
0142. If the starting SN-1 of the incoming packet is equal
to the ACK'd SN in the Pane Table Entry (PTE), the IPSOE:
inserts the SN corresponding to the last byte of the packet in
the last ACK'd SNPTE and places the data from the packet

into the current WOE and WOE offset Stored in the PTE

(step 1912). The IPSOE then checks if the SN stored in the
ACK'd SN PTE overlaps with the first Pane entry (step
1916), the operation continues to step 1926 where the

IPSOE. collapses the two panes and places the data from the
packet into the current WQE and WQE offset associated

with the first byte of the incoming packet’s SN (step 1926).
0143 If the SN-1 of the incoming packet is not equal to
the ACK'd SN in the PTE (step 1908), the IPSOE compares

the starting SN-1 of the incoming packet to the Pane Entries

in the Pane Table Entry (PTE) and determines if SN-1 is
within the SNs of an existing Pane Table Entry (step 1924).
If it is not within the SNs of an existing Pane Entry, the
operation continues to step 1925. If it is within the SNs of
an existing Pane Table Entry, the operation continues to Step
1926 where the IPSOE. collapses the two panes and places
the data from the packet into the current WOE and WQE
offset associated with the first byte of the incoming packet's

SN (step 1926).
0144). If no empty PTEs are available (step 1925), the

packet is dropped and the operation terminates. If an empty
PTE is available, the IPSOE: creates the PTE associated

with the incoming packet and places the data from the packet
into the current WOE and WOE offset associated with the

first byte of the incoming packet’s SN (step 1928). After
either the execution of steps 1926 or 1928, the operation
continues to step 1930.

Hosted Server Library, which runs in the Hosted Server; and
an IPSOE Hosting Partition Driver, which runs in the

Hosting Partition (HP). A Software Queue Pair is provided
Partition (HP). A single physical server is partitioned into

multiple virtual servers. Each Hosted Server is a virtual
Server running an operating System instance on a Single
physical server. The Hosting Partition is also one of these
virtual servers that includes the mechanism described in this
docket.

0147 The HP uses an IPSOE Resource Management
Table (RMT) to assign physical IPSOE resources to the
virtual Hosted Servers. Each entry of the IPSOE RMT
contains the resources assigned to the HS associated with the
entry. After the entry is made, the HS can access the IPSOE
and use the IPSOE resources allocated in the RMT. Through
the use of the Software Queue Pair and the Resource

Management Table the HP allows a single IPSOE to be
shared between multiple Hosted Servers.
0148. The IPSOE Hosted Partition Driver/Library places
IPSOE operations on the IPSOE Software Send Queue. The
operations consist of all standard and vendor unique IPSOE
verbs. All IPSOE operations performed by the Hosted Serv

er's (HS) Operating System are placed on the IPSOE
Software Send Queue and, if necessary, invoke the Hosting
Partition through a trap call.
0149 The IPSOE Hosting Partition Driver performs
operations posted to the IPSOE Software Send Queue and
returns results to the Hosted Partition through the IPSOE
Software Receive Queue. The Hosting Partition performs all
the operations, including interrupt processing.

0150. The IPSOE uses a Server Domain (SD) field to

associate IPSOE QP, CO, and Memory Translation and

Protection Table (TPT) Resources to a virtual Hosted Server
(HS). For each HS running on the physical server, the HP
allocates an SD on the IPSOE (see FIG. 22). For each
IPSOE QP Resource used by the HS, the HP assigns a SD

and MAC (Media Access Control) Address Table Entry
(MAC Table Entry) to the IPSOE QP (see FIG. 27). For
each IPSOE CO Resource used by the HS, the HP assigns a

SD to the IPSOE CO (see FIG. 26) Resource, respectively.

Similarly, for each IPSOE Memory Resource used by the

HS, the HP assigns a SD to the IPSOE Memory (see FIG.
28) Resource, respectively.
0151. When the IPSOE performs an operation between a
QP and a CQ or Memory TPT Resource, the IPSOE must
verify that the SD value matches. When an incoming TCP
Segment arrives, the IPSOE must verify that the incoming
TCP Segment's destination MCA Address and Port match
the MCAAddress and Port assigned to the QP referenced by

0145) If the SACK table was updated (step 1930), the

the TCP Quintuple (i.e. the Transport Type, Source Port

table to the source of the incoming packet (step 1932) and

Destination IP Address). FIGS. 26, 27, and 28 describe the

IPSOE sends a SACK containing the contents of the SACK

the operation terminates. Otherwise, the operation simply

terminates.

0146 The remaining figures in this patent describe the
IPSOE virtualization mechanisms. The basic philosophy

Number, Destination Port Number, Source IPAddress, and

flowcharts used to associate a SD to a CO, QP, and Memory
TPT, respectively.
0152 For any type of incoming RDMA Protocol Send
message, if MAC Table Entry matches, the incoming TCP
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Segment is indeed associated with the Hosted Server that is
assigned to the QP and TCP Segment processing continues.
Otherwise TCP Segment processing is terminated. FIG. 32
describes the flowchart used to perform the MAC Address
and Port Number verification.

0153. For any type of incoming RDMA Protocol Write or
Read message, the Server Domain (SD) stored in the
Memory TPT must match the SD stored in the QP that is
associated with the incoming TCP Segment and the MAC
Table Entry stored in the QP must match the MAC Address
and Port Number referenced in the incoming TCP Segment.
If both match, the processing continues on the incoming
TCP Segment. Otherwise it is terminated. FIG. 32 describes
the flowchart used to perform the SD verification.
0154 All IPSOE verb invocations by the Hosted Server
are passed through the Hosting Partition. The Hosting Par
tition performs the actual IPSOE verbs through the neces
sary programmed I/O operations. FIGS. 24 through 31
describe the flowcharts used: to pass IPSOE verb invoca
tions from the HS to the HP, by the HP to perform the verb
invocation, and return the verb results back to the HS. Some

IPSOE verb invocations require Direct Memory Access (e.g.
Post Send, Post Receive, and incoming RDMAS). For verbs
that required Direct Memory Access (DMA), the Hosting
Partition sets up the DMAS as Redirected DMAS that
directly target the Memory Addresses. When the Redirected
DMA is no longer needed, the IPSOE destroys it. FIGS.
30-31 describe the set up and destruction of Redirected
DMAS.

O155 FIG. 20 is an exemplary diagram of the operations
supported by the IPSOE and the tables used to maintain state
for those operations in accordance with the present inven
tion. All verb invocations by a consumer process running in

a Hosted Server's (HS) Operating System, such as HS

Consumer 2100, must go through the Hosting Partition

(HP), such as HP 2104. The Hosting Partition maintains an
IPSOE Resource Mapping Table (RMT), such as IPSOE
Resource Mapping Table 2150, which contains the maxi
mum resources available to the HS and the actual resources

that have already been allocated to the HS. The IPSOE, such
as IPSOE 2190, supports: a set of Physical IPSOE Manage

ment Verbs (Open, Query, Modify, Close) 2108; a Set
Asynchronous Event Handler Verb 2112; a set of Server

Domain (SD) Management Verbs (Allocate, Deallocate)
2116; a set of IP Address Alias (IPAlias) Verbs (Allocate,
Deallocate) 2117; a set of CQ Management Verbs (Create,
Poll, and Set CQ Handler) 2128; a set of Memory Region
Management Verbs (various Register verbs, Allocate, vari
ous Deregister verbs, various Reregister verbs) 2136; a set
of QP Management Verbs (Create, Modify, Query, Destroy,
Post Send, and Post Receive) 2120; a set of IPSOE Direct
Memory Access (DMA) Operations (Write and Read) 2144;
a Port MAC Table 2110; a SD Context Table 2118; an IP

Address Alias (IP Alias) Table 2119; a CO Context Table
2132; a Memory Translation and Protection Table (TPT)
2140; and OP Context Table 2124. All the verbs are familiar
to those experienced in RDMA technology (Virtual Interface
Architecture Standard, InfiniBand Standard, and, more

recently, RDMA over IP standard), except for the SD
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IP Alias Verbs are used to allocate and deallocate IP Alias
entries from the IPSOE’s IP Alias Table.

0156 We now turn to, FIG. 21 which is an exemplary
diagram of the IPSOE MAC Table and the Hosting Partition
Resource Mapping Table, which is used by the Hosting
Partition to map between physical IPSOE Resources and
Virtual IPSOE Resources, in accordance with the present
invention. This figure depicts an IPSOE Resource Mapping

Table (RMT), such as IPSOE Resource Mapping Table

2112. An IPSOE RMT is maintained in the Hosting Parti
tion, such as HP 2104, for every IPSOE, such as IPSOE

2100, accessed through the HP. The Server Identifier (Server
ID), such as Server ID 2108, of the Hosted Server is used to
access the IPSOE Resources allocated to the HS through the
HP.

O157 Each row in the table contains three types of
entries: Variable Resource 2190 entries, Consumer Assigned
Resource 2194 entries, and Fixed Resource 2198 entries.

Each Variable Resource 2190 entry type contains a Maxi
mum and an Actual value. The Maximum value reflects the

number of physical IPSOE Resources that have been allo
cated to the HS with a Server ID that is associated to the row.

The Actual value reflects the number of physical IPSOE
Resources that are currently in use by the HS with Server ID
that is associated to the row. Variable resources include

Number of QPs (2116 and 2120), Number of WQEs per QP
(2124 and 2128), Number of CQs (2132 and 2136), Number
of Memory Regions, Number of Windows, and other vari
able IPSOE resources.

0158 Each Consumer Assigned Resource 2194 contains
a single field that reflects the value for the resource that is
associated to the HS with a Server ID that is associated to the

row. Consumer ASSigned Resources include the Server

Domain (2148) assigned to the Server ID and the IPSOE
MAC Table Index (2144) assigned to the Server ID. The
IPSOE MAC Table Index 2144 and IPSOE Port Number
2156 are used to index into the IPSOE's Port Mac Table.

0159 Finally, each Fixed Resource 2198 contains a
single field that reflects the value for the resource that is
associated to the HS with a Server ID that is associated to the

row. For example, the IPSOE Port Number 2156 is one such
Resource. The first row is a physical IPSOE row which
reflects the maximum number of physical IPSOE resources
and the total number that are currently in use across all HSS
and the HP. For the first row: each of the Maximum Variable

ReSource entries reflects the maximum number of physical
resources the IPSOE Supports for that variable resource;
each of the Actual Variable Resource entries reflects the total

number of physical ISPOE resources that have already been
allocated through the HP; and each of the Fixed Resource
entries reflects the total number of physical resources the
IPSOE Supports for that fixed resource. The Consumer
ASSigned Resources are not used for the first row. The
Second row is the HPS row and reflects the IPSOE resources

allocated to the HP and already used by the HP.
0160 FIG. 22 is a flowchart outlining the IPSOE Virtu
alization Initialization mechanism in accordance with the

present invention. Step 12200: Hypervisor consumer queries

I/O adapter to determine if it is an IPSOE (e.g. Open
IPSOE). If it is an IPSOE, it continues to Step 2. Otherwise

Verbs are used to allocate and deallocate Server Domain

it is not an IPSOE and the operation terminates.
0.161 Step 22204: Hypervisor requests Hosting Partition

entries from the IPSOE's SD Context Table. Similarly, the

to load a device driver for the IPSOE (using, for example,

Management and the IP Alias Verbs. The SD Management
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the mechanism described in co-pending and commonly

assigned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/132,461 (Attor
ney Docket No. AUS920020065US1) and passes the IPSOE
Handle to the Hosting Partition Device Driver (HP).
0162 Step 32208: HP performs Query IPSOE to deter

mine if IPSOE Supports IP address and MAC address
resource virtualization. If it does, HP continues to step 4:
2212. Otherwise IPSOE IP address and MAC address

resources are not virtualized and the operation ends.

0163 Step 42212: HP passes Server Manager (SM could
be a human being or a program, Such as a Virtual Server

Partition Manager that also runs in the Hosting Partition) the

number of Server Domains the IPSOE Supports, the number
of MAC Addresses IPSOE supports, and a table containing
all the IPSOE Resources the IPSOE supports.
0164) Step 52216: Server Manager creates the IPSOE
Resource Mapping Table: The Hosted Server's ID is used an
index into the table. For each variable IPSOE Resource, the

table contains two entries: one reflecting the maximum
number allocated to the HS; and the second the actual

number in use by the HS. For each consumer assigned
IPSOE Resource, the table contains the value assigned by
the SM. For each fixed IPSOE Resource, the table contains

the value of the fixed Resource that was returned by the
Query IPSOE verb.
0165 Step 62220: The Server Manager passes the IPSOE
Resource Mapping Table to the HP, along with the number
of entries in the table.

0166 Step 72224: The HP: stores the IPSOE Resource
Mapping Table; initializes the Variable Resource entries of
the first row by setting, for each Variable Resource, the first
entry to the maximum number of resources the IPSOE
Supports for that variable resource and the Second entry to
the total number of resources that have already been allo
cated (which initially is just the resources allocated to the
HP); and initializes the second row with the number of
resources the HP will require for its own use.
0167 Step 82228: The HP issues the Modify IPSOE to
the IPSOE, setting the number of Server Domains (SDs) the
IPSOE will support to the size of the IPSOE Resource
Mapping Table.
0168 FIG. 23 is a flowchart outlining the Hosted Server
Creation mechanism in accordance with the present inven
tion. Step 12300: Server Manager requests the HP to create
a Hosted Server entry by passing the Maximum Number of
each IPSOE Resource that is to be assigned to the Hosted
Server in a field called Requested HS Resources.
0169 Step 22304: HP checks to see if IPSOE Resource
Mapping Table has an empty entry available for use. If an
entry is empty, the HP continues to step 3. Otherwise it
returns to the SM with an out of IPSOE RMT entries error

(2306).
0170 Step 32308: For each Variable IPSOE Resource in
the IPSOE RMT, the HP adds the number of the Variable
IPSOE Resource in the first row of the RMT to the associ

ated Variable Resource contained in the Requested HS Re
Sources field and stores the result into the Allocated Vari
able IPSOE Resources field.
0171 Step 42312: For each Variable IPSOE Resource in
the IPSOE RMT, the HP compares the maximum number of
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the Variable IPSOE Resource in the first row of the RMT to

the associated maximum number in the Allocated Vari
able IPSOE Resources.
0172 Step 4.12316: If any maximum Variable IPSOE
ReSource entry in the first row is less than the associated
entry in the Allocated Variable IPSOE Resource, the HP
creates an out of IPSOE Resources error and exits the HS

Creation Flowchart by passing control back to the SM

(2318).
0173 Step 4.22320: If each maximum Variable IPSOE
ReSource entry in the first row is greater than the associated
entry in the Allocated Variable IPSOE Resource, the HP
allocates an IPSOE Resource Mapping Table entry for the
Hosted Server and stores into it the Requested HS Re
SOUCCS.

0174 Step 52324: HP returns successful completion back
to the SM.

0175 FIG. 24 is a flowchart outlining the Hosted Server
Operation Traps to Hosting Partition mechanism in accor
dance with the present invention. Step 12400: Hosted Server
invokes IPSOE operation by creating the verb input modi
fiers and passing the verb to the Hosting Partition through
the HS SSQ call.
0176 Step 22404: Hosting Partition reads entries in the

HS SSQ in First-In, First-Out (FIFO) order.
0177 Step 32408: The Hosting Partition invokes the verb
function issued by the Hosted Server:
0178 Step 3.12412: If the verb is an IPSOE Management
Verb, HP invokes the IPSOE Management flowchart on

FIG. 25 (2414).
0179 Step 3.22416: If the verb is a CQ Management
Verb, HP invokes the CQ Management flowchart on FIG. 26

(24.18).
0180 Step 3.32420. If the verb is an QP Management
Management Verb, HP invokes the CO Management flow

chart on FIG. 27 (2422).
0181 Step 3.42424. If the verb is an Memory Manage
ment Verb, HP invokes the Memory Management flowchart

on FIG. 28 (2426).
0182 Step 3.52428: If the verb is an PD and IP Alias
Management Verb, HP invokes the PD and IP Alias Man

agement flowchart on FIG. 29 (2430).
0183 Step 3.62432: If the verb is an Post Send and Post
Receive Verb, HP invokes the Post Send and Post Receive

flowchart on FIG. 30 (2434).
0184) Step 3.72436: If the verb is an Poll CQ, Set CQ
Handler, Set Async Event Handler Verb, HP invokes the Poll
CQ, Set CO Handler, Set Async Event Handler flowchart on
FIG. 31.

0185. Step 42456: The Hosting Partition returns the
results of the verb function through the HS SRQ.
0186 FIG. 25 is a flowchart outlining the IPSOE Man
agement Verbs (Open, Query, Modify, and Close) mecha
nism in accordance with the present invention. Step 12500:
The Hosting Partition (HP) uses the Hosted Server's (HS)
Server ID to index into the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table.
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0187 Step 22504: If the verb is an Open IPSOE, the HP
checks the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table entry that is

associated with Hosted Server (HS) and the first entry in the

IPSOE Resource Mapping Table.
0188 Step 2.12508: If the entry in the IPSOE Resource
Mapping Table already contains an IPSOE Handle, an error
result is created and passed back to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24) (2510).
0189 Step 2.22512: If the first entry in the IPSOE
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IPSOE verb output modifiers that are associated with the

HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24).
0199 Step 5.22552: If the entry does not contain an
IPSOE Handle, an error result is created and passed back to

the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24).
0200 FIG. 26 is a flowchart outlining the CQ Manage
ment Verbs (Create, Query, Modify, and Destroy) mecha
nism in accordance with the present invention. Step 12600:
If the verb is a Create CO, the HP retrieves the Maximum

Resource Mapping Table contains an IPSOE Handle and the
entry in the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table does not

Number of COS and Actual Number of COS from the IPSOE

contain an IPSOE Handle, the HP writes the IPSOE Handle

Hosted Server (HS) (2602).
0201 Step 1.12604: If Maximum Number of CQS=Ac

from the first entry in the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table
to the entry in the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table that is
associated with the HS. The HP passes back a good result,
along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that are asso
ciated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism

(FIG. 24) (2514).
0.190 Step 2.325 16: If the first entry in the IPSOE
Resource Mapping Table does not contain an IPSOE
Handle, the HP an error result is created and passed back to

the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24).
0191) Step 32520. If the verb is a Query IPSOE verb, the
HP checks if the entry in the IPSOE Resource Mapping

Table that is associated with Hosted Server (HS) contains an
IPSOE Handle (2524).
0.192 Step 3.12524: If the entry in the IPSOE RMT
contains an IPSOE Handle, the HP creates a Query IPSOE
verb and passes it to the IPSOE. For each Variable IPSOE
Resource, the HP passes back the maximum value stored in
the IPSOE RMT entry, along with all fixed IPSOE
Resources returned from the Query IPSOE verb, to the HP

verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (2526).
0193 Step 3.22528: If the entry in the IPSOE Resource
Mapping Table does not contain an IPSOE Handle, an error
result is created and passed back to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24) (2528).
0194 Step 42532: If the verb is a Modify IPSOE verb,
the HP checks if the entry in the IPSOE Resource Mapping

Table that is associated with Hosted Server (HS) contains an
IPSOE Handle (2536).
0.195 Step 4.12536: If the entry in the IPSOE Resource
Mapping Table contains an IPSOE Handle, the HP creates a
Modify IPSOE verb and passes only fields that can be
modified by the HS to the IPSOE. The HP passes back the
result of the Modify IPSOE verb, along with the IPSOE verb
output modifiers that are associated with the HS, to the HP

verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (2538).
0196) Step 4.22540: If the entry in the IPSOE Resource
Mapping Table does not contain an IPSOE Handle, an error
result is created and passed back to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24).
0197) Step 52544: If the verb is a Close IPSOE verb, the

ReSource Mapping Table entry that is associated with
tual Number of COS, no more COs are available for the HS

and an error result is created and passed back to the HP verb

mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (2606).
0202) Step 1.22608: If Maximum Number of
COS-Actual Number of COS, the HP: increases the Actual

Number of COs by 1 and stores the results in the Actual
Number of CQs cell of the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table

entry that is associated with Hosted Server (HS); builds a
Create CO verb using the input modifiers passed by the HS

and the SD associated with the HS (from the IPSOE RMT
entry that is associated with the HS); passes the Create CQ
verb to the IPSOE; and passes back the Create CQ IPSOE
verb result, along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that
are associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mecha

nism (FIG. 24).
0203 Step 22612: If the verb is a Query CQ verb, the HP:
builds the Query CQ verb; passes the Query CQ verb to the
IPSOE, and passes back the Query CQ verb result from the
IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that are
associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism

(FIG. 24) (2614).
0204 Step 32616: If the verb is a Modify CQ verb, the
HP: builds the Modify CQ verb; passes the Modify CQ verb
to the IPSOE, and passes back the Modify CQ verb result
from the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modi
fiers that are associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24)(2618).
0205 Step 42620: If the verb is a Destroy CQ verb, the

HP: builds the Destroy CQ verb; passes the Destroy CQ verb
to the IPSOE, and passes back the Destroy CQ verb result
from the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modi
fiers that are associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24).
0206 FIG. 27 is a flowchart outlining the QP Manage
ment Verbs (Create, Query, Modify, and Destroy) mecha
nism in accordance with the present invention. Step 12700:
If the verb is a Create QP, the HP retrieves the Maximum
Number of OPS and Actual Number of OPS from the IPSOE

ReSource Mapping Table entry that is associated with

HP checks if the entry in the IPSOE Resource Mapping

Hosted Server (HS) (2702).
0207 Step 1.12704: If Maximum Number of QPS=Actual

Table that is associated with Hosted Server (HS) contains an

Number of OPs, no more OPS are available for the HS and

0198 Step 5.12548: If the entry contains an IPSOE

mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (2706).
0208 Step 1.22708: If Maximum Number of QPs<Actual

IPSOE Handle.

Handle, the HP: clears the IPSOE handle from the IPSOE

RMT entry; and passes back a good result, along with the

an error result is created and passed back to the HP verb

Number of OPs, the HP: increases the Actual Number of
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QPs by 1 and stores the results in the Actual Number of QPs
cell of the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table entry that is

along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that are asso
ciated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism

associated with Hosted Server (HS); builds a Create QP verb

(FIG. 24) (2814).
0216) Step 32816: If the verb is any type of Allocate verb,

using the input modifiers passed by the HS, the IP Virtual

Address, the SD associated with the HS (from the IPSOE
RMT entry that is associated with the HS), and the MAC
Address associated with the HS (from the IPSOE RMT entry
that is associated with the HS); passes the Create QP verb to
the IPSOE; and passes back the Create QP IPSOE verb
result, along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that are
associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism

(FIG. 24) (2708).
0209 Step 22712: If the verb is a Query QP verb, the HP:
builds the Query QP verb; passes the Query QP verb to the
IPSOE, and passes back the Query QP verb result from the
IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that are
associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism

the HP: increases the Actual Number of MRS by 1 and stores
the results in the Actual Number of MRS cell of the IPSOE

ReSource Mapping Table entry that is associated with

Hosted Server (HS); builds an Allocate MR verb using the

input modifiers passed by the HS and the SD associated with

the HS (from the IPSOE RMT entry that is associated with
the HS); passes the Allocate MR verb to the IPSOE; and
passes back the Allocate MR verb result from the IPSOE,
along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that are asso
ciated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism

(FIG. 24) (2818).
0217 Step 42820: If the verb is any type of Deregister

(FIG. 24) (2714).
0210 Step 32716: If the verb is a Modify QP verb, the

verb, the HP builds a Deregister MR verb using the input
modifiers passed by the HS and the SD associated with the

mechanism (FIG. 24) (2718).
0211 Step 42720. If the verb is a Destroy QP verb, the

the results in the Actual Number of MRS cell of the IPSOE

HP: builds the Modify QP verb; passes the Modify QP verb
to the IPSOE; and passes back the Modify QP verb result
from the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modi
fiers that are associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping

HP: builds the Destroy QP verb; passes the Destroy QP verb
to the IPSOE, and passes back the Destroy QP verb result
from the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modi
fiers that are associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24).
0212 FIG. 28 is a flowchart outlining the Memory
Management Verbs (All Registers, All Reregisters, All Allo
cates, All Deregisters) mechanism in accordance with the

present invention. Step 12800: If the verb is any type of
Register verb, the HP retrieves the Maximum Number of
Memory Regions and Actual Number of Memory Regions

(MR) from the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table entry that is
associated with Hosted Server (HS) (2802).
0213) Step 1.12804: If Maximum Number of Memory
Regions=Actual Number of Memory Regions, no more MRS

are available for the HS and an error result is created and

passed back to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24)
(2806).
0214) Step 1.22808: If Maximum Number of
MRSCActual Number of MRS, the HP: increases the Actual

Number of MRS by 1 and stores the results in the Actual
Number of MRS cell of the IPSOE Resource Mapping Table
entry that is associated with HS; builds a Register MR verb
using the input modifiers passed by the HS and the SD

associated with the HS (from the IPSOE RMT entry that is
associated with the HS); passes the Register MR verb to the
IPSOE, and passes back the Register MR verb result from
the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that
are associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mecha

nism (FIG. 24).
0215 Step 22812: If the verb is any type of Reregister

HS (from the IPSOE RMT entry that is associated with the
HS); passes the Deregister MR verb to the IPSOE.
0218 Step 4.12824: If the Deregister MR was successful,
the HP: decreases the Actual Number of MRS by 1 and stores
ReSource Mapping Table entry that is associated with

Hosted Server (HS); and passes back the Deregister MR
verb result from the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb
output modifiers that are associated with the HS, to the HP

verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (2826).
0219) Step 4.22828: If the Deregister MR was unsuccess
ful, the HP passes back the erroneous verb result from the
IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modifiers that are
associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism

(FIG. 24).
0220 FIG. 29 is a flowchart outlining the PD and IP
Alias Management Verbs (Allocate PD, Deallocate PD)
mechanism in accordance with the present invention. Step

12900: If the verb is an Allocate PD verb, the HP builds an

Allocate PD verb using the input modifiers passed by the
HS; passes the Allocate PD verb to the IPSOE, and passes
back the Allocate PD verb result from the IPSOE, along with
the IPSOE verb output modifiers that are associated with the

HS, to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (2902).
0221) Step 22904: If the verb is an Deallocate PD verb,
the HP builds an Deallocate PD verb using the input
modifiers passed by the HS; passes the Deallocate PD verb
to the IPSOE, and passes back the Deallocate PD verb result
from the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb output modi
fiers that are associated with the HS, to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24) (2906).
0222 Step 32908: If the verb is an Allocate IPAlias verb,
the HP builds an Allocate IP Alias verb using the input
modifiers passed by the HS; passes the Allocate IP Alias
verb to the IPSOE, and passes back the Allocate IP Alias
verb result from the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE verb
output modifiers that are associated with the HS, to the HP

verb, the HP: builds a Reregister MR verb using the input
modifiers passed by the HS and the SD associated with the

verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (2910).
0223) Step 42912: If the verb is an Deallocate IP Alias

HS (from the IPSOE RMT entry that is associated with the
HS); passes the Reregister MR verb to the IPSOE, and

verb, the HP builds an Deallocate IP Alias verb using the
input modifiers passed by the HS; passes the Deallocate IP
Alias verb to the IPSOE, and passes back the Deallocate IP

passes back the Reregister MR verb result from the IPSOE,
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Alias verb result from the IPSOE, along with the IPSOE
verb output modifiers that are associated with the HS, to the

HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24).
0224 FIG. 30 is a flowchart outlining the Post Send and
Post Receive Verbs mechanism in accordance with the

present invention. Step 13000: If the verb is a Post Send
verb, the HP: validates the input modifiers associated with
the Post Send.

0225 Step 1.13004: If all the modifiers are valid, the HP
continues to Step 1.3.
0226 Step 1.23008: If any of the modifiers is invalid, the
HP passes back an error immediate verb result, with the

specific error, to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG.
24).
0227 Step 1.33012: If it is a Send, Raw Send, TOE Send,

or Send with SE verb, the HP: creates, for each GL MR, a

Redirected DMA TCE entry in the host Task Control Ele
ment (TCE) table (for a description of the TCE mechanism
described see co-pending and commonly assigned U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 10/132,461 (Attorney Docket
No. AUS920020065US1)) with the access rights set to read;
builds the Post Send verb using the input modifiers passed
by the HS; passes the Post Send verb to the IPSOE; and
passes back a good immediate verb result to the HP verb
mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (3014).
0228) Step 1.43016: If it is any Send with Register MR
verb, the HP: creates, for each Gather List (GL) MR, a
Redirected DMA TCE entry in the host TCE table with the
access rights set to the MR access rights; builds the Post
Send verb using the input modifiers passed by the HS, passes
the Post Send verb to the IPSOE, and passes back a good
immediate verb result to the HP verb mapping mechanism
(FIG. 24) (3018).
0229 Step 1.53020: If it is a Bind Memory Window verb,
the HP creates, for each GL MR, a Redirected DMA. T.
CE entry in the host TCE table with the access rights set to
the MW access rights; builds the Post Send verb using the
input modifiers passed by the HS; passes the Post Send verb
to the IPSOE, and passes back a good immediate verb result
to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (3022).
0230 Step 1.63024: If it is any type of RDMA Write
verb, the HP: creates, for each GL MR, a Redirected

DMA TCE entry in the host TCE table with the access
rights set to read; builds the Post Send verb using the input
modifiers passed by the HS; passes the Post Send verb to the
IPSOE, and passes back a good immediate verb result to the

HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (3026).
0231 Step 1.73028: If it is any type of RDMA Read verb,

the HP: builds the Post Send verb using the input modifiers
passed by the HS; passes the Post Send verb to the IPSOE,
and passes back a good immediate verb result to the HP verb

mapping mechanism (FIG. 24).
0232 Step 23032: If the verb is a Post Receive (includes
RNIC QP, Raw QP, and TOE QP Receives) verb, the HP:

validates the input modifiers associated with the Post
Receive verb.

0233 Step 2.13036: If all the modifiers are valid, the HP
continues to Step 2.3.
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0234 Step 2.23040: If any of the modifiers is invalid, the
HP passes back an error immediate verb result, with the

specific error, to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG.
24).
0235 Step 2.33044: The HP: creates, for each Scatter
List (SL) MR, a Redirected DMA TCE entry in the host
TCE table with the access rights set to write; builds the Post
Receive verb using the input modifiers passed by the HS;
passes the Post Receive verb to the IPSOE, and passes back
a good immediate verb result to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24).
0236 FIG. 31 is a flowchart outlining the Poll CQ, Set
CQ Handler, Set Async Event Handler Verbs mechanism in
accordance with the present invention. Step 13100: If the
verb is a Poll CQ verb, the HP: validates the input modifiers

associated with the Poll CQ (3102).
0237 Step 1.13104: If all the modifiers are valid, the HP

continues to Step 1.3.
0238 Step 1.23.108: If any of the modifiers is invalid, the
HP passes back an error immediate verb result, with the

specific error, to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG.
24).
0239 Step 1.33112: If there are no Work Completions
available on the CQ (3110), the HP passes back the no
IPSOE WC to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24)
(3112).
0240 Step 1.43116: If the Work Completion is associated
with a Send, Raw Send, TOE Send, Send with SE verb, any

Send with Register MR, or RDMA Write (3114), the HP:

destroys, for each GL MR, the Redirected DMA TCE en
try in the host TCE table that was created during the Post
Send verb invocation; and passes back the IPSOE WC to the
HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (3116).
0241 Step 1.53120: If the Work Completion is associated
with a Bind Memory Window or RDMA Read (3118), the
HP passes back the IPSOE WC to the HP verb mapping
mechanism (FIG. 24) (3120).
0242 Step 1.63124: If the Work Completion is associated
with a Receive (includes RNIC QP, Raw QP, and TOE QP
Receives), the HP: destroys, for each Scatter List (SL) MR,
the Redirected DMA TCE entry in the host TCE table that
was created during the Post Receive verb invocation; and
passes back the IPSOE WC to the HP verb mapping mecha
nism (FIG. 24).
0243 Step 23128: If it is a Set CQ Handler verb, the HP:
validates the input modifiers associated with the Post
Receive verb.

0244 Step 2.13132: If all the modifiers are valid, the HP
continues to Step 2.3.
0245 Step 2.23136: If any of the modifiers is invalid, the
HP passes back an error immediate verb result, with the

specific error, to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG.
24).
0246 Step 2.33138: If a CQ Handler was already created
for the HS, the HP: passes back an error verb result to the

HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG. 24) (3136).
0247 Step 2.43144: If a CQ Handler was not already
created for the HS, the HP: creates a CO Handler for the HS

and passes back a good verb result to the HP verb mapping

mechanism (FIG. 24).
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0248 Step 33148: If it is a Set Async Handler verb, the
HP: validates the input modifiers associated with the Post

0262 Step 3.1.43252: If the incoming message is a Send
with SE or a Send with Invalidate and SE, generates a CO

Receive verb.

Event, and exits this flowchart.

0249 Step 3.13152: If all the modifiers are valid, the HP
continues to Step 2.3.
0250 Step 3.23156: If any of the modifiers is invalid, the
HP passes back an error immediate verb result, with the
specific error, to the HP verb mapping mechanism (FIG.
24). If a Async Event Handler was already created for the
HS, the HP: passes back an error verb result to the HP verb
mapping mechanism (FIG. 24).
0251 Step 3.43164: If an Async Event Handler was not
already created for the HS, the HP: creates a CO Handler for
the HS and passes back a good verb result to the HP verb
mapping mechanism (FIG. 24).
0252 FIG.32 is a flowchart outlining the IPSOE Incom
ing Ethernet Frame Processing mechanism in accordance
with the present invention. Step 13200: The IPSOE validates
that the IP Alias Table contains an entry with an IP address
that matches the incoming Ethernet Frame's Destination IP
Address. This step can be combined with step 3.
0253) Step 23204: The network and transport headers of
the incoming Ethernet Frame are checked to determine the
type of QP used in the IPSOE.
0254 Step 33208: If the incoming Ethernet Frame does

0263 Step 3.2.13260: If the incoming message is any
type of RDMA, the IPSOE performs the following: Uses the
index portion of the STag to reference the Memory TPT
entry associated with the incoming RDMA Write and per

not contain TCP/IP headers or contains a TCP/IP header that

has a quintuple (Transport Type, Source IPAddress, Desti
nation IP Address, Source Port Number, and Destination

Port Number) which is associated with a Raw or TOE QP,
the IPSOE determines if the OPS Receive Work Oueue

(RWQ) has a Work Queue Element (WQE) that can be used
to receive the incoming frame (3210).
0255 Step 2.13212: If the RWQ does not have a WQE

available, the IPSOE keeps the frame in the resegmentation
buffer or drops it and exits this flowchart.
0256 Step 2.23216: If the RWQ has a WQE available,
the IPSOE places the frame in the WQE and exits this
flowchart.

0257 Step 33220: If the incoming Ethernet Frame con
tains a TCP/IP quintuple (Transport Type, Source IP
Address, Destination IPAddress, Source Port Number, and

Destination Port Number) that is associated with a RNICOP,

the IPSOE determines the type of RNIC Message.
0258 Step 3.13224: If the incoming message is any type

of Send, the IPSOE determines if the OP's Receive Work

Queue (RWQ) has a Work Queue Element (WQE) that can
be used to receive the incoming frame (3226).
0259 Step 3.1.13228: If the RWO does not have a WQE

available, the IPSOE keeps the frame in the resegmentation
buffer or drops it.
0260 Step 3.1.23232: If the RWO has a WQE available,
the IPSOE places the frame in the WQE.
0261 Step 3.1.43240: If incoming Message is a Send
with Invalidate or Send with Invalidate and SE, and the

Memory TPT referenced by the STag is associated with the
QP that is associated QP that is associated with the incoming
TCP Segment, then the IPSOE invalidates the STag associ
ated with the Message.

forms the traditional access controls (e.g. validates that the

Protection Domain stored in the Memory TPT entry matches

the Protection Domain Stored in the QP Context). If this

access is not valid, the IPSOE performs the necessary error
processing and exits this flowchart.
0264) Step 3.2.23264: The IPSOE determines if the

Server Domain (SD) stored in the Memory TPT entry

matches the SD stored in the OP Context. If it matches, the

IPSOE performs the RDMA operation and exits this flow
chart. If it does not match, the IPSOE performs the necessary
error processing and exits this flowchart.
0265. The description of the present invention has been
presented for purposes of illustration and description, and is
not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in

the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. The
embodiment was chosen and described in order to best

explain the principles of the invention, the practical appli
cation, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to
understand the invention for various embodiments with

various modifications as are Suited to the particular use
contemplated.
What is claimed is:

1. A method, in a data processing System, for managing a
Work queue, comprising:
receiving a work request;
creating a receive work queue entry in a receive work
queue in response to receipt of the work request;
sending a notification to an Internet Protocol Suite Offload

Engine (IPSOE) notifying the IPSOE of the creation of

the receive work queue entry; and
processing a completion queue entry in a completion
queue in response to receiving a notification that the
completion queue entry has been created by the IPSOE
in response to processing of the receive work queue
entry.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the completion queue
entry includes a work request ID that associates the receive
work queue entry to the completion queue entry.
3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
monitoring a number of entries available in the receive
work queue So that valid receive work queue entries are
not overwritten.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the receive work queue
entry is created by an upper layer protocol library in
response to a receiving the work request.
5. A method of sharing an Internet Protocol Suite Offload
Engine (IPSOE) between virtual servers of a data processing
System, comprising:
assigning a first address to a port of the IPSOE, and
assigning a second address to the port of the IPSOE,
wherein the first address is assigned to a first virtual
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Server, and wherein the Second address is assigned to a
Second virtual server different from the first virtual
SCWC.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising Storing the
first and Second addresses for the port in a table.
7. The method of claim 5, further comprising:
receiving an incoming frame directed to the port, the
incoming frame including a address,
performing a lookup in a address table associated with the
IPSOE based on the address of the incoming frame; and
validating that the address of the incoming frame is one of
the first and Second addresses associated with the port.
8. The method of claim 6, wherein each entry in the table
is assigned to a Specific virtual Server.
9. The method of claim 6, further comprising:
assigning an entry in the table for the port to a Send and
Receive Queue Pair that access the port.
10. The method of claim 5, wherein the first and second

addresses are Media Access Control (MAC) addresses.
11. The method of claim 5, wherein the first and second

addresses are Internet Protocol (IP) aliases.
12. The method of claim 5, wherein the first virtual server

is associated with a hosted Server running an operating
System instance on the data processing System, and wherein
the Second virtual Server is associated with a hosting parti
tion of the data processing System.
13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:
generating a Software queue pair between the hosted
Server and the hosting partition.
14. The method of claim 13, wherein the hosted server

places operations on a Send queue of the queue pair, and
wherein the hosting partition returns results of the operations
to the hosted Server through a receive queue of the queue
pair.
15. The method of claim 13, further comprising:
generating a completion queue for the queue pair; and
generating a memory translation and protection table.
16. The method of claim 15, further comprising:
generating a server domain for associating at least one of
the queue pair, completion queue and memory trans
lation and protection table with the hosted server.
17. The method of claim 5, further comprising:
generating a first Server domain for the first Virtual Server;
and

generating a Second Server domain for the Second virtual
Server, wherein the first Server domain associates the
first virtual server with a first set of IPSOE resources,
and wherein the Second Server domain associates the
Second virtual server with a second set of IPSOE
CSOUCCS.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising storing
the first Server domain in a queue pair context, a completion
queue context and a Memory Translation and Protection
Table entry associated with the first virtual server.
19. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
validating, for an incoming RDMA, that a Memory Trans
lation and Protection Table entry associated with the

incoming RDMA contains a Same Server domain as a
queue pair context associated with the incoming
RDMA

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
validating, for a receive operation of a receive queue, that
a Memory Translation and Protection Table entry asso
ciated with the receive operation contains a same Server
domain value as a queue pair context associated with
the receive queue.
21. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
validating, for any of a Send, RDMA Write, or Bind
operation of a Send queue, that a Memory Translation
and Protection Table entry associated with the opera
tion contains a same Server domain value as a queue
pair context associated with the Send queue.
22. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
validating, for completed work queue entries, that a
completion queue context and queue pair that com
pleted the work queue entry contain a same Server
domain value.

23. The method of claim 5, further comprising:

providing a IPSOE Resource Management Table (RMT)
for assigning IPSOE resources to the first and second
Virtual Servers.

24. The method of claim 23, further comprising:
storing in the RMT, for each physical IPSOE resource, a
maximum value of the physical IPSOE resource.
25. The method of claim 23, further comprising:
storing in the RMT, for each variable physical IPSOE
resource of the physical IPSOE resources, a total value
of the variable physical IPSOE resource that has
already been allocated.
26. The method of claim 23, further comprising:
Storing, for each of the first and Second virtual Servers, a
maximum amount of variable IPSOE resources, an

amount of a fixed IPSOE resource that are assigned to
the virtual server, and a total number of variable IPSOE

resources that are currently in use by the virtual Server.
27. The method of claim 26, further comprising:
providing, for each of the first and Second virtual Server,
a mechanism for preventing the total number of vari
able IPSOE resources that are currently in use by the
Virtual Server from exceeding the maximum variable
IPSOE resources that are assigned to the virtual server.
28. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

providing a Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) table for

Storing information regarding incoming data packets
destined for a receive queue of the IPSOE and for
generating TCP/IPSACKs.
29. A computer program product in a computer readable
medium for sharing an Internet Protocol Suite Offload
Engine (IPSOE) between virtual servers of a data processing
System, comprising:
first instructions for assigning a first address to a port of
the IPSOE, and

Second instructions for assigning a Second address to the
port of the IPSOE, wherein the first address is assigned
to a first Virtual Server, and wherein the Second address
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is assigned to a Second virtual Server different from the
first virtual server.

30. An apparatus for sharing an Internet Protocol Suite

Offload Engine (IPSOE) between virtual servers of a data

processing System, comprising:
means for assigning a first address to a port of the IPSOE,
and

means for assigning a Second address to the port of the
IPSOE, wherein the first address is assigned to a first
Virtual Server, and wherein the Second address is

assigned to a Second virtual Server different from the
first virtual server.

